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It is common practice for nationals of one country to assume a different given name (and 
sometimes a new surname) when either emigrating to or working closely with people from 
another country whose native language is quite different from their own. 

Shortly after arriving in China, I asked one of my students in Shenyang to provide me with a 
Chinese name she thought would suit me. She suggested the name Shen Rui Jie (沈瑞杰) and I 
liked the sound of it from the very first moment I heard it. I adopted that name immediately 
and there are many friends, as well as various restaurant and store owners in China, who know 
me only by my Chinese name (mostly those who do not speak any English). 

The entire purpose of assuming a new foreign name is so that people who do not speak your 
language can associate you with a common name they can easily remember and easily 
pronounce in their own language. In a manner of speaking, assuming a new foreign name can 
really be thought of as a social courtesy and convenience you are providing to your new foreign 
friends and business acquaintances. Sometimes it may actually be necessary to do so, such as 
when applying for or requiring official documents in a foreign country that simply cannot 
accommodate your name of origin. 

Chinese names are very different from Western ones. For one thing, all Chinese names have a 
literal meaning, which is to say the characters that comprise a Chinese name have common 
meaning in the language. Most Western names do not have any actual or literal meaning and 
cannot be translated as such. Many of my Chinese students will ask me to suggest an “English 
name” for them and, then, upon hearing it, will immediately ask “What does it mean?” 
Unfortunately, the answer to that question is usually “It doesn’t mean anything!” 

Many Western names in use today have their root or origin in both the Old and New 
Testaments of the Judeo-Christian Holy Bible of the Western world. Other names used by 
English-speaking people have their origin in ancient Greek, Latin, or the Germanic languages. 
For example, my given name “Gregory” comes from the Latin name “Gregor,” which in ancient 
times meant “vigilant watch” or “guardian.” However, it would be incorrect for one to say that 
the name Gregory currently means guardian in the English language as the name Gregory has 
no literal meaning at all—it is just a name. 

If “English names” have no literal meaning, then how do Western parents go about selecting 
given names for their children? For the most part, parents select names for their children based 
on the emotional associations and mental images that those names personally hold for the 
parents (based on other people they have met in the past or currently know with the same 
names) and those attributed characteristics will vary considerably depending on the 
background and life experiences of the parents.  For example, one mother might associate the 
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name “Tiffany” with girls who are beautiful and charming. One father might associate the name 
“Matthew” with a man who is strong and successful, but other parents might disagree.  

There are no hard-fast rules when it comes to selecting English language names for one’s child 
and the process is almost entirely subjective and intuitive. In addition, many formal Western 
names have informal or common “nicknames” that are widely associated with them.  These 
nicknames are standard informal versions of the name that are typically used by close friends, 
family, and colleagues. For example, those with the name Charles are often called “Chuck,” 
William is better known to his friends as “Bill,” and girls with the name Margaret will often be 
addressed as “Peggy,” etc. Sometimes a nickname is simply a shortened version of the formal 
name as in “Liz” (or “Beth”) for Elizabeth, or “Greg” for Gregory (although, to further 
complicate matters, “Gregg” is also a formal given name when spelled with two “g’s” at the 
end).  It is very difficult to know in advance what the common nickname is for any formal given 
name or if there even is one unless you are a native English language speaker.   

Some Westerners of European descent do name their children according to some cultural or 
religious conventions. For example, parents of Mediterranean and Eastern European descent 
(who practice the Catholic or Eastern Orthodox religions) must assign their children a name of a 
saint (a famous deceased person who is given special status in their church), which is required 
for Christian baptism. In fact, my parents named me after St. Gregory The Theologian—a 
famous religious man, born in 326 AD, who was honored in his time as a “universal teacher” 
and was later named a saint after his death by the Greek-Eastern Orthodox church. Many 
conservative and orthodox (very religious) Jewish parents will name their children after a 
deceased relative as a sign of respect. It is not uncommon practice for certain parents of mostly 
English, Irish, and German descent to name their sons (in what used to be a predetermined 
order) after one of the grandfathers or father, who then assumes the suffix “senior” after his 
name while the son becomes known as “junior.”  If “junior” later gives his son the same name, 
the son (grandson of “senior”) would use the suffix “III” after his name, e.g., William Smith III. 

When selecting an English-language given name for yourself, it is a good idea to follow the 
same lines of thinking that Western parents use when choosing a name for their child. For 
example, there might be a character in a Western movie or a book that you can strongly relate 
to or identify with. Another wonderful source of “English names” are various websites that 
Western parents browse to review all the various names in use today. One good source of 
names that also provides the name’s country of origin and root meaning is The Baby Center, but 
there are many others just like it on the Internet. 

Another point to consider regarding English-language names, is that it is usually not a good idea 
to transliterate your own Chinese name into English unless the literal meaning is truly a 
legitimate English language given name. For example, my Chinese given name (Rui Jie) 
translates to “smart” and “excellent,” respectively, but neither of these words are real Western 
given names and I certainly would not want to introduce myself to any English-speaking person 
as “Hi, I am Smart!” People might think I am either very arrogant or, perhaps, a little crazy.  
Remember, just because a word is in the English language dictionary does not mean it is a given 
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name that native-English speakers will readily recognize (or relate to comfortably) as a real 
name. On occasion and quite fortunately, your name will actually transliterate into a genuine 
English name. One of my former students has a Chinese given name that translates literally into 
“Pearl” and that does happen to be a very pretty Western name, one of those rare English 
language given names that does have a literal meaning. 

You should also keep in mind that it may not be necessary at all to assume a Western name if 
your name consists of characters that are easy to pronounce by English-speaking people. For 
example, no foreigner would have difficulty pronouncing the Chinese given name “Li” (and, for 
legal or business purposes you could simply change the spelling to “Lee”). Related, you may 
also want to consider using an “English name” that sounds close to your given Chinese name,  
such as using “June” for “Juan” or “Jack” for “Zheng.”  If you are currently using a Western 
name that is not a real English language given name, you should consider altering it slightly so 
that it does become one.  For example, consider changing “Rainy” to “Renee” or “Denby” to 
“Dennis” because using a Western name that is not really a name at all will not be any easier 
for foreigners to remember and will make most very uncomfortable.  

If you feel you really want or need a Western given name and you are in doubt about it, simply 
ask your foreign English language teacher to recommend one for you. Speaking for myself, I 
usually like to get the know the student well before I suggest a name so that I can suggest one 
that matches my emotional and mental association of that name to my appreciation of the 
student’s appearance and personality. 
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